How To Make One Gallon Of The Nicest Liquid Hand Soap For Less Than $1

I'm torn about liquid hand soap as personally I rather like a good old fashioned bar of soap (I also don't like shower gel for the same reason). The problem is I have two young kids, and they can make one hell of a mess with a bar of soap. The one thing I cannot deny about liquid soap is it is less messy, but it is way more expensive than a bar of soap and it seems to have 5 times the ingredients in it...

Luckily Jillee from 'One Good Thing By Jillee' has the answer here! She shares her resort quality DIY liquid soap recipe that costs less than $1 to make a whole gallon. Not only is it cheap to make, it is also very quick and simple to make too. Make sure you make one of the Mason jar soap dispensers too!
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